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Abstract—The impact of crosstalk effects on timing performance is
increasing as the device geometries are shrinking. As a consequence,
crosstalk effects need to be considered in statistical timing analysis for
higher accuracy. In this letter, the statistical interconnect delay due to
crosstalk effects is calculated based on a piecewise linear delay change
curve model (PLDM), which enables fast closed-form analytical delay
evaluation. The PLDM-based method is independent of the delay change
characteristics and is able to handle both Gaussian and non-Gaussian
input skew distributions. The proposed method can be integrated into a
statistical timing analyzer with runtime proportional to the number of
samples for PLDM characterization. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed method can estimate the delay mean and standard
deviation for coupled RC interconnects at PTM 65-nm technology with
errors better than −0.07% and −1.23%, respectively, with only 20
samples for PLDM characterization. In addition, the proposed method
typically achieves two to three orders of magnitude speedup compared
to Monte Carlo simulations.

Index Terms—Crosstalk effect, input skew, interconnect delay, process
variation, statistical timing analysis.

I. Introduction

Due to imperfections in fabrication processes, e.g., photo-
lithography and etching, when the device geometries are scaled
down, random process variations result in statistical arrival
time and delay distributions. Also, the impact of crosstalk
effects on delay increases with each new technology gener-
ation. As the spacing between wires continues to shrink, the
coupling capacitance starts to dominate the ground capaci-
tance. If the victim and aggressor inputs switch in the same
direction, coupling effects can speed up the victim transition
and reduce the interconnect delay. On the other hand, if victim
and aggressor inputs switch in opposite directions, victim tran-
sitions slow down, and thus victim delay increases. Crosstalk
effects may increase path delay by up to 30%, making it the
biggest variation component within a die [2]. According to our
experimental results in [6], not considering crosstalk effects for
a pair of 500 μm coupled intermediate interconnects causes up
to 139% delay mean error and 83% delay standard deviation
error. Therefore, to estimate interconnect delay distributions
accurately, considering crosstalk effects is an absolute neces-
sity for statistical timing analysis.
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The interconnect delay distribution in the presence of
crosstalk effects depends on several factors, such as aggres-
sor and victim slew rates, driver strength, and input skew,
which is defined as the aggressor–victim input arrival time
difference. In addition, an aggressor can couple delay noise
to a victim only when the aggressor transition is temporally
close to the victim transition. When the input skew varies
in close proximity to zero, the victim delay changes as a
function of input skew, which is called delay change curve
(DCC). Consequently, the input skew becomes a significant
variation source and should be taken into account for statistical
interconnect delay calculation [3]–[5], [8].

In order to consider input skew variations for statistical in-
terconnect delay calculation, triangular distribution is assumed
for arrival time in [11]. In addition, the victim delay with
respect to input skew is modeled in a quadratic DCC model in
[5] and a piecewise quadratic DCC model in [3] and [4]. Based
on the quadratic DCC model, the method in [5] uses thousands
of Monte Carlo (MC) samples, which limits the efficiency
for statistical timing analysis. The method proposed in [3]
and [4] models the original DCC as a bathtub-shaped model
and requires a Gaussian-distributed input skew distribution.
However, due to the process variations in previous stages, input
skew may be non-Gaussian distributed.

In this letter, we present a piecewise linear DCC model
(PLDM) for the dependence of victim delay on input skew,
and a PLDM-based statistical delay calculation method. The
proposed method has the following features.

1) There is no assumption for the original DCC shape.
2) It can handle both Gaussian and non-Gaussian input

skew variations and process variations.
3) Delay is calculated analytically based on closed-form

expressions.
4) A worst/best-case delay calculation technique from sta-

tistical input skew windows is presented to apply the
PLDM-based method in statistical static timing analysis
(SSTA) engines.

Compared to our published work [6], the method proposed in
this letter is more general, without any limitation to the DCC
shape, and more accurate in many practical circumstances.

II. Problem Formulation

Due to the process variations, stage delay becomes a statisti-
cal quantity, and hence victims and aggressors have statistical
input arrival time distributions (Fig. 1). Since input skew is the
aggressor–victim arrival time difference, the input skew of a
pair of coupled wires becomes statistical, leading to intercon-
nect delay variations. In addition, due to the process variations
in the interconnect under analysis, the resistance (Rw), ground
capacitances (Cg), and coupling capacitance (Cc) of the inter-
connect model shown in Fig. 1 also become statistical, causing
interconnect delay variabilities. As a consequence, we need to
calculate the delay of a coupled interconnect system in the
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Fig. 1. Crosstalk-aware interconnect delay calculation.

presence of both input skew variations and process variations.
According to [3], [4], and [8], the wire process variations
(PVs) and input skew (SK) variations can be considered
independent without significant loss of accuracy. Therefore,
efficiency can be improved for delay calculation with

μD = μDsk
+ μDpv

− D0 (1)

σ2
D = σ2

Dsk
+ σ2

Dpv
(2)

where μD and σ2
D are the mean and variance of the

interconnect delay, μDsk
and σ2

Dsk
are the mean and variance

of the SK-induced interconnect delay with all process
variations in the interconnects set to their nominal values,
μDpv

and σ2
Dpv

are the mean and variance of the PV-induced
interconnect delay with victim–aggressor input arrival times
set to their nominal values, and D0 is the nominal delay value.

For higher efficiency, linear driver models are typically
constructed and used for interconnect delay calculation in
timing analysis methods [3]–[5], [8], [14]. The application of
linear driver models allows the principle of linear superposi-
tion. Thus, it is straight-forward to extend a delay calculation
method for a single victim–aggressor pair to estimate the delay
variations caused by multiple aggressors using linear superpo-
sition. Additionally, the efficiency can also be improved by
considering only the aggressors that contribute significantly to
crosstalk noise and ignoring the rest.

Based on the superposition formulated in (1) and (2), the
following methods are required to consider crosstalk effects
for interconnect delay calculation: 1) PV-induced interconnect
delay calculation (μDpv

and σ2
Dpv

) and 2) SK-induced inter-
connect delay calculation (μDsk

and σ2
Dsk

). Many PV-induced
interconnect delay calculation methods have been pro-
posed in statistical timing analysis methods [9], [10], [12],
[14]–[16]. The closed-form computation in [14] and [15] and
the asymptotic waveform evaluation-based method in [16] can
also be used for PV-induced delay calculation. In contrast,
SK-induced interconnect delay calculation is still challenging.
The difficulty lies in the consideration of input skew variations
for delay calculation.

III. PLDM-Based Interconnect Delay Calculation

A. Piecewise Linear DCC Model (PLDM)

The victim delay change curve with respect to input skew
value (s) calculated in Spice-like engines (Dsk(s)) can have
different shapes. For instance, the original Dsk(s) of a pair of
coupled 200-μm intermediate wires has different shapes as
shown in Fig. 2:

1) WI, when Rd = 50 Ω and Tr = 20 ps;
2) WII, when Rd = 50 Ω and Tr = 50 ps;

Fig. 2. DCC shapes of coupled intermediate wires in 65-nm PTM [1]
technology when both victim and aggressor inputs switch in the same
direction.

Fig. 3. (a) PLDM model for SK-induced interconnect delay calculation.
(b) Truncated single input skew distribution where κ ≈ 4–6.

3) WIII, when Rd = 1500 Ω and Tr = 50 ps, where Rd

denotes driver resistance and Tr is input transition time.

Therefore, it is not accurate enough to model Dsk(s) as a
specific shape, such as the bathtub-shape used in [3] and [4]
or the quadratic shape used in [5].

In order to account for arbitrary Dsk(s) shapes, we model
it as a multisegment PLDM, denoted as D̃sk(s) as shown
in Fig. 3(a). The input skew distribution is truncated within
[μs − κσs, μs + κσs] as shown in Fig. 3(b), where σs denotes
the standard deviation of input skew and κ is a constant.
We choose κ ≈ 4–6 so that we can define the pdf of the
input skew as zero (fs(s) = 0) when s ≤ μs − κσs and
s ≥ μs + κσs. Within the range [μs − κσs, μs + κσs], N input
skew samples are selected to obtain a N − 1 segment PLDM
with N crossing points. The N crossing points are denoted
as μs − κσs = s1 < s2 < · · · < sN−1 < sN = μs + κσs.
Within each segment [si, si+1] where i = 1 : N − 1, the
victim delay is modeled as a straight line D̃sk(s) = qi,1 + qi,2s

(s ∈ [si, si+1]), where qi,1 and qi,2 are the coefficients of the ith
PLDM segment. D̃sk(s) (s ∈ [si, si+1]) is obtained based on two
consecutive crossing points (si, Dsk(si)) and (si+1, Dsk(si+1)).
Hence, the PLDM consists of piecewise linear lines between
every two consecutive samples, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

B. PLDM-Based Calculation Method and Algorithm

In most SSTA methods, the arrival time and delay are
modeled using linear or quadratic delay models. Since input
skew is defined by the difference between aggressor arrival
time and victim arrival time, input skew can then also be
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expressed as a linear or quadratic function of the process
variations in statistical timing analysis. Thus, the input skew
may be non-Gaussian distributed if the process variation
distributions are not Gaussian. Therefore, given the probability
density function (pdf) or cumulative density function (cdf) of
an input skew distribution, an SK-induced interconnect delay
calculation method without any Gaussian assumption for the
input skew distribution is desired.

Based on the characterized PLDM model, the mean and
standard deviation of the interconnect delay caused by an input
skew distribution can be calculated as

μDsk
= E{Dsk(s)} ≈ E{D̃sk(s)} =

∫ +∞

−∞
D̃sk(s)fs(s)ds

=
N−1∑
i=1

∫ si+1

si

(qi,1 + qi,2s)fs(s)ds (3)

=
N−1∑
i=1

(
qi,1(Fs(si+1) − Fs(si)) + qi,2G(si, si+1, fs)

)

σ2
Dsk

= E{D2
sk(s)} − (E{Dsk(s)})2 ≈ �2

Dsk
− μ2

Dsk

=
N−1∑
i=1

∫ si+1

si

(qi,1 + qi,2s)
2fs(s)ds − μ2

Dsk

=
N−1∑
i=1

(q2
i,1(Fs(si+1) − Fs(si)) + q2

i,2H(si, si+1, fs)

+ 2qi,1qi,2G(si, si+1, fs)) − μ2
Dsk

(4)

where �2
Dsk

= E{D̃2
sk(s)}, Fs(·) and fs(·) are the cdf and

pdf of the input skew variation, respectively. G(si, si+1, fs) =∫ si+1

si
sfs(s)ds and H(si, si+1, fs) =

∫ si+1

si
s2fs(s)ds. Given the pdf

or cdf of the input skew distribution, such as a Gaussian or an
uniform distribution, μsk and σ2

sk can be computed analytically
in closed form. In the case of a Gaussian distribution, the
following closed-form expressions are substituted into (3)
and (4):

G(si, si+1, fs) =
σs√
2π

(
e−z2

0/2 − e−z2
1/2

)
+ μ (Φ(z1) − Φ(z0))

(5)

H(si, si+1, fs) =
σ2

s√
2π

(
z0e

−z2
0/2 − z1e

−z2
1/2

)
(6)

+ (μ2
s + σ2

s ) (Φ(z1) − Φ(z0)) +
2μsσs√

2π

(
e−z2

0/2 − e−z2
1/2

)

where z0 = (si − μs) /σs, z1 = (si+1 − μs) /σs, and Φ(z0) =
1
2

[
1 + erf

(
z0√

2

)]
is the cdf of the standard normal distribu-

tion. Based on the theory introduced above, we calculate the
crosstalk-aware interconnect delay by using Algorithm 1.

IV. Delay Calculation From Input Skew Window

In SSTA, the maximum (latest) and the minimum (earliest)
of the arrival time distributions are calculated and propagated.
Therefore, the victim (aggressor) has an earliest input arrival
time distribution and a latest input arrival time distribution.
As a consequence, the input skew window has minimum and
maximum input skew distributions, which are denoted as SKe

and SKl, respectively as shown in Fig. 4. Hence, in order to
apply the proposed interconnect delay calculation method for

Algorithm 1 PLDM-based SK-induced interconnect delay calculation

Input: N crossing points in PLDM model s1 ∼ sN .
Input: Coefficients of the PLDM line in each segment qi,1

and qi,2 (i = 1 : N − 1).
Output: Mean and standard deviation of SK-induced inter-

connect delay: μDsk
and σDsk

.
Initialization μDsk

= 0, �2
Dsk

= 0
for i = 1 : N − 1 do

μDsk
= μDsk

+ qi,1(Fs(si+1) − Fs(si))
+qi,2G(si, si+1, fs)
�2

Dsk
= �2

Dsk
+ q2

i,1(Fs(si+1) − Fs(si))
+2qi,1qi,2G(si, si+1, fs) + q2

i,2H(si, si+1, fs)
end for
σ2

Dsk
= �2

Dsk
− μ2

Dsk

Fig. 4. Interconnect delay calculation from an input skew window.

SSTA engines, a worst/best-case delay calculation from input
skew is required.

According to [8], for worst-case interconnect delay cal-
culation, SKe and SKl distributions shown in Fig. 4 can
be computed based on the latest arrival time distribution of
victim, and the latest and earliest arrival time distributions of
aggressor. SKe and SKl are truncated to [μe − κσe, μe + κσe]
and [μl − κσl, μl + κσl], respectively, where κ ≥ 4. SKe and
SKl form the input skew window.

After obtaining the input skew window, we need to calculate
the effective input skew distribution for the worst/best-case
SK-induced interconnect delay calculation. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, for an arbitrary Dsk(s), [−∞, sx], and [sy, +∞] are
the input skew ranges, where the aggressor does not couple
noise to the victim. sm denotes the point where Dsk(sm) is the
minimum delay value (or the maximum value when victim–
aggressor switch in opposite directions). μe and μl are the
mean value of the SKe and SKl distributions, respectively.

To be able to extract the effective input skew distribution
from the input skew window, according to [8] and [6] we need
to distinguish the following situations (illustrated in Fig. 4).

1) μl + κσl < sx or μe − κσe > sy. Victim delay is
not impacted by the crosstalk noise coupled from the
aggressor.

2) μl < sm. Dsk(s) is a decreasing curve (or an increasing
curve if the victim–aggressor pair switch in opposite
directions), thus, SKl is the effective input skew dis-
tribution for the best/worst-case delay calculation.
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3) μe > sm. Dsk(s) is an increasing curve (or a decreasing
curve if the victim–aggressor pair switch in opposite
directions), thus, SKe is the effective input skew dis-
tribution for the best/worst-case delay calculation.

4) μe < sm and μl > sm. In the input skew window, any
input skew distribution is possible. Hence, Dsk(sm) is the
best-case delay (or the worst-case delay if the victim–
aggressor pair switch in opposite directions). By using
the effective input skew distribution, the PLDM-based
delay calculation method presented in Section III can
be used to calculate the worst/best-case delay.

V. Complexity Analysis

The characterization of the proposed PLDM model has a
complexity of O(N), where N is the number of input skew
samples for PLDM characterization. For each input skew
sample, the victim delay is simulated by either Spice-like
engines or model order reduction-based interconnect delay
calculation techniques. Based on the PLDM, the calculation
of interconnect delay distribution takes O(N − 1) time by
using Algorithm 1. However, based on the closed-form ex-
pressions, the calculation time is negligible compared to the
N simulations required for the PLDM characterization. As a
consequence, the PLDM characterization runtime dominates
the runtime of the PLDM-based interconnect delay calculation
method, which has O(N) complexity.

Therefore, the value of N should be chosen based on
an accuracy–efficiency tradeoff, which depends on the range
[μs − κσs, μs + κσs]. As shown in Section VI, N ≈ 20
is sufficient to obtain a PLDM model for accurate delay
calculation. The samples are uniformly taken within the time
range [μs − κσs, μ + κσs] since the PLDM shape is unknown
before sampling. As illustrated in Fig. 4, an aggressor couples
delay noise to a victim wire within the input skew range
[sx, sy]. Therefore, nonuniform sampling can be applied if:
1) μs + κσs > sy and μs − κσs < sy, and 2) μs − κσs < sx

and μs + κσs > sx. Only two to three samples are necessary
within the range [sy, μs +κσs] for case 1 and [μs −κσs, sx] for
case 2. If NMC MC trials are required for sufficient confidence
in MC simulations, our method achieves NMC/N times speed-
up, which is typically two or three orders of magnitude faster.

VI. Experimental Results

We verified the proposed method on a couple of 200-μm in-
termediate wires using the PTM 65-nm technology [1]. Based
on a π3 model for the wires, the simulated DCC is illustrated
in Fig. 5. The relative errors of delay mean (μD) and standard
deviation (σD) calculated by using the five-segment bathtub-
shape model [3], [4], [6] and by using the proposed PLDM
(with only 20 samples) are listed in Table I. The victim–
aggressor input arrival time variation is extracted from an
INV X4 gate with transistor length variation 3σL = 30%μL,
resulting in an input skew with variability 3σs = 20 ps. The
mean value of the input skew distribution (μs) is varied to
verify the proposed method under different crosstalk strengths.
Since MC simulation results do not converge using 5K MC
trials, in the end, all relative errors are compared to 50K
Spectre MC simulations.

Fig. 5. Simulated DCC with respect to input skew.

TABLE I

μD and σD Errors From Different Approaches

Fig. 6. Simulated delay change curve with respect to input skew.

According to Fig. 5, the proposed five-segment bathtub-
shape model in [3], [4], and [6] is accurate when the
original DCC is close to a bathtub shape but is erroneous
if the DCC differs from that. For instance, it is clear
from Fig. 5 that the five-segment bathtub-shape model can-
not capture the delay well when the input skew is within
[0, 100] ps and [180 ps, 400 ps]. As a consequence, when
the input skew distribution is inside these ranges (e.g.,
μs = 200 ps), the methods in [3], [4], and [6] result
in larger errors, as shown in Table I.1 In contrast, the
PLDM-based method proposed in this letter is able to capture
any realistic DCC shape, and thus, it can estimate the delay
μD and σD with high accuracy.

The PLDM-based method in Algorithm 1 is independent
of the Dsk(s) shape, and thus, is a general delay calculation
method. We also verified this method on a pair of coupled
wires extracted from PTM 65-nm global wires with 500 resis-
tors and 750 ground and coupling capacitors. Aggressor and
victim inputs switch in opposite directions. According to the
simulated DCC of this system shown in Fig. 6, the crosstalk
effects increase interconnect delay.

As pointed out in Section V, the PLDM-based interconnect
delay calculation method has a complexity of O(N), where
N denotes the number of samples. Additionally, the accuracy
of the proposed method is influenced by N. In order to
verify the N value required by large input skew variabilities
for the PLDM characterization, 3σs = 120 ps and κ = 4
are chosen for sample selection and delay calculation. Based
on these settings, the characterization is performed within

1It is mentioned in [3], [4], and [6] that more segments can be used for
higher accuracy. However, it requires a large sample number to obtain the
whole simulated DCC, and there is no general method for an optimum model.
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TABLE II

Statistical Interconnect Delay Calculation Accuracy With

Different Sample Numbers N and Input Skew Distributions μs

Fig. 7. Delay σ errors and runtime with respect to sample number N.

[μs − 4σs, μs + 4σs]. We use different N values to verify the
relationship between N and accuracy.

The delay standard deviation (σD) from the PLDM-based
calculation method are compared to 50 K Spectre MC simula-
tions, with different N and μs as shown in Table II. The delay
mean errors are all within 0.2%. The N input skew samples
are uniformly selected from [μs − 4σs, μs + 4σs]. Besides
these experiments, we also verified the proposed method in
many other experiments with different σs, μs and coupled
interconnect structures. From the experimental results, we have
the following two observations: 1) the proposed PLDM-based
method has much better accuracy when using N = 20 than
choosing N ≤ 10, and 2) the accuracy is not improved
significantly when using N > 20. Therefore, N = 20 is
sufficient for μD and σD calculation with high accuracy. By
using N = 20, the proposed method achieves maximum μD

error of |−0.07%| and maximum σD error of |−1.23%| with
three orders of magnitude speedup compared to 50 K Monte
Carlo simulations.

The delay standard deviation relative error magnitude and
runtime with respect to the sample number N when μs = 0
are shown in Fig. 7. The DCC curve is characterized by using
transient analysis in spectre. We can see that the absolute value
of the delay σD errors decreases with N while the runtime in-
creases almost linearly with N. Additionally, Fig. 7 illustrates
that the even number of N offers better accuracy than their
successive odd numbers. When even N is used, μs is taken
as one sample, and thus, provides better accuracy. It is noted
that the runtime can be significantly reduced by using simpler
models (e.g., model order reduction techniques) and faster
interconnect delay calculation methods for characterization.

VII. Conclusion

Crosstalk-aware statistical interconnect delay calculation is
significant for accurate statistical timing analysis tools. In this

letter, statistical interconnect delay variations caused by input
skew are studied since the input skew variation is a significant
variation source due to crosstalk effects. We model the victim
delay as a PLDM. Based on the PLDM model, the mean
and variance of interconnect delay can be calculated based
on closed-form expressions, which can handle both Gaussian
and non-Gaussian input skew distributions. A PLDM-based
worst/best-case interconnect delay calculation method from
input skew window is also presented, so the proposed method
can be integrated into SSTA engines. The proposed method has
complexity of O(N), where N is the sample number for PLDM
characterization. Experimental results show that N = 20 is
sufficient for high accuracy and the proposed method can
estimate the delay mean and delay standard deviation with
errors of ≤ | − 0.07%| and ≤ | − 1.23%|, respectively for
coupled RC interconnects in PTM 65-nm technology.
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